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Lecture 20

Foundations of Constructive Mathematics Continued

We will compare Martin-Löf’s type theory, ML82 or ITT, to Nuprl’s Construtive Type
Theory (CTT) and Allen’s Partial Equivalence Relation (PER) semantics. Both provide a
formal semantics for Bishop’s analysis. The PER semantics has been formalized in Coq by
A.Anand and V.Rahli, whom you have met.

Martin-Löf’s approach (see his article from 1982 from the course webpage)
Define an informal lazy semantics over a class of expressions in which the expressions are
classified as canonical or noncanonical. This is decidable.

Binding operators are used as in these canonical expressions:

Canonical Expressions Noncanonical
(Πx ∈ A)B, (λx)b c(a)
(Σx ∈ A)B, (a, b) (E x, y)(c, d)
A+B, i(a), j(b) (Dx, y)(c, d, e)
I(A, a, b), r J(c, d)
N0 R0(c)
N1, 01 R1(c1, c0)
N2, 01, 11 R2(c, c0, c1)
· · · · · ·
N, 0, a′ (Rx, y)(c, d, e)
(W ∈ A)B, sup(a, b) (Tx, y, z)(c, d)
U0, U1, ...

Then rules of computation are given (in words), e.g. “To execute c(a), first execute c. If you
get (λx)b as a result, then continue by executing b(a/x).”

Martin-Löf uses Frege’s notion of a judgement to give the inferential (or illative) part. I
would say, to define types and their members. Types will include propositions, and their
members are the evidence for how we can know them. There are four forms of judgement
that define meaning.

A is a type A type

A and B are equal types A=B

a is an object of type A a ∈ A
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a and b are equal objects of type A a = b ∈ A

There are also hypothetical judgements. These involve a context, (hypothesis list), of the
form x1 ∈ A1, x2 ∈ A2,..., xn ∈ An.

It is always the case that

A1 is a type.

A2 is a type assuming x1 ∈ A1

...

An is a type assuming x1 ∈ A1, ..., xn−1 ∈ An−1

Then we have

A type (x1 ∈ A1, ..., xn ∈ An)

A=B (x1 ∈ A1, ..., xn ∈ An)

a ∈ A (x1 ∈ A1, ..., xn ∈ An)

a = b ∈ A (x1 ∈ A1, ..., xn ∈ An)

Here is the informal meaning of these judgements.

To define a canonical type A we say how a canonical object of A is formed, and how equal
objects are formed, e.g. a ∈ A, a′ ∈ A, a = a′ ∈ A. Equality must be an equivalence
relation.

Martin-Löf defines A=B extensionally, the types are equal iff they have the same elements.
Nuprl’s CTT uses intensional equality.

The menaing of a ∈ A (x1 ∈ A1, ..., xn ∈ An) is defined inductively on n. This is a delicate
feature of type theory. We copy from ML82 exactly – see pages 164-166 of the corresponding
article.

Stuart Allen’s Semantic Approach (see link to his thesis on course webpage)
He called his basic mathematical approach a type system. It starts with a collection of terms
with various conditions. See his Chapter 2.

This collection, Terms, can be formalized as:

a type in Coq, a type in CTT (Nuprl)

a set in constructive set theory (CST, IZF)

a classical set, say in ZFC, etc.

Here are the condictions on the terms t in the class of terms, Term.

1. There is a deterministic evaluation relation t→ s (or t ↓ s or t 7→ s)

2. Evaluation is partial.
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3. Being canonical is decidable.

4. Identity of terms is decidable.

5. Only closed terms are values.

6. Substitution of a term for a free variable gives a term.

The notion of being a canonical member is not prior to being a member, e.g. we say s(t) is
canonical for any t ∈ N.
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